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When people should go to the book stores, search launch by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really
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connection, obscurity, vulnerability, and
Less of More Chris Nye 2019-05-21 The US

generosity. For anyone who has gained the world

Constitution guarantees the right to the pursuit of

but lost their soul, Less of More offers a

happiness. But for most Americans, what this

compelling path toward a life of true, deep, lasting

really means is the pursuit of more--more money,

satisfaction with Jesus--not us--at the center of it.

more prestige, more stuff. We've made idols out

Into the Word Anne Graham Lotz 2009-12-22

of innovation, growth, power, and wealth. Far

"Designed to spiritually guide anyone who wants

from offering us happiness and satisfaction, this

more than just a surface reading of the Bible,

relentless pursuit of more has only left us

these 52 weekly studies emphasize personal

exhausted, isolated, miserable, and wondering if

application and have been written to draw readers

there is a better way. There is. Less of More

directly into God’s Word … in order to love Him

exposes the American pursuit of more for what it

more. In this roll-your-sleeves-up look at

truly is: an attempt to satisfy our souls with the

Scripture, each of the studies begins with a short

temporary instead of the eternal. Pastor and

reflection tied to the present day, providing a

writer Chris Nye invites us to consider what a full

springboard into the various passages presented

and abundant life looks like apart from money,

from the Old and New Testaments. Then, in a

status, and power. He exposes the lies inherent

refreshing departure from the typical bible studies

in our obsession with growth, fame, and wealth,

in the marketplace, the author doesn’t explain

and calls us to a countercultural life marked by

what the passage means or offer support on what
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she feels God is trying to say from Scripture.

so hard at work they’re losing the hearts of their

Instead, Lotz asks dozens of questions in each

wife and kids. In The Real Win, Colt McCoy and

study, prompting readers to personally dig into

Matt Carter wrestle deeply and personally with

Scripture and discover God’s specific message

this challenge, then deliver down-to-earth, biblical

for themselves. "

answers. Based on their personal experiences

Pursuing the Mind and Will of Jesus Christ James

and a close study of Scripture, McCoy and Carter

Perry 2021-04-15 This book explains how the

show men: • Why so much depends on who you

power at work within the transformed follower of

trust and who you serve • Why every man is

Jesus Christ will open the potential for knowing,

called to lead and why every man can • How to

realizing and believing that the Eternal God is

man up to temptation—and conquer it • How to fi

able to act on one's behalf "more abundantly"

nd the “win” even in your biggest failure “The

beyond one's capacity when asking, thinking or

real win means trusting the Lord and walking with

imagining what God can and will do. The follower

Jesus no matter what,” write Matt and Colt. “That

of Jesus Christ must be aware of the power of

kind of faithfulness is possible for any man who

Jesus Christ that will accomplish God's will in and

follows God with all his heart. No matter what

through one's life. To reassure one, there are the

circumstances threaten him, a faithful man is the

precious and great promises that will sustain

most truly confi dent man in the room.” Complete

one's walk of faith and ongoing pursuit of the

with practical study guide for personal or small

mind and will of Jesus Christ.

group use.

The Real Win Colt McCoy 2013-05-07 “I can't

Pursuing God's Presence Bill Vincent 2022-06-29

speak highly enough about the way this book

Wow, I can't believe I'm sitting here right now

addresses manhood in our culture. Biblically

typing this. The visions that God has given me

challenging and radically applicable, it honestly

throughout the previous few months have come

addresses the deepest longings and fears a man

as a result of these last few months. As I type, I

faces.” --Matt Chandler Prepare for a paradigm-

look to the Lord and sense his presence all about

shifting view of biblical manhood. Every man

me. I am a regular guy who serves an

wants to succeed. But for so many, life seems to

exceptional God. If what has happened to me is

get in the way. We all have friends—good men,

as amazing as it appears, you can be sure it will

followers of Christ even—who start out well but

be heavenly visits unlike any other. Since 1991,

before long, they’re failing at relationships,

I've been teaching God's Word. For many years, I

bending ethical standards, or driving themselves

have preached and ministered. People were
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uplifted as a result of personal prophetic ministry.

Age of Crowns Kori de Leon 2018-04-03 You

My prophetic ministry has resulted in some

were made for more than this life has to offer.

healings and even a few of miracles. This may

That’s why you never feel quite satisfied. Even

sound like the kind of ministry that ministers

when you feel happiest, discontent is always

desire, but I was dead within. When I preached or

looming at the door. That’s because God created

worshiped the Lord, I felt nothing. I reached a

you for something far greater than this life; He

point when I needed something new and fresh

created you for Jesus Christ and His Kingdom. In

from God. In 2008, I pressed into God with the

Age of Crowns, Kori de Leon will awaken the

expectation of receiving something from Him. In

dreamer in you as she invites you to explore

many respects, I resembled a whiny youngster

glorious images of the Age to Come. Whether we

begging for a present from his parents. I wasn't

realize it or not, God designed us for a: KING-to

sure what was going to happen. I was looking for

be loved and led by an excellent king CROWN-to

something new and exciting. There was a part of

reflect dignity and worth as image-bearers

me that yearned for more of God. Tears were

KINGDOM-to have a purpose bigger than

poured, and I screamed at God, telling Him that

ourselves CASTLE-to find a secure sense of

unless He gave me something new and exciting, I

home This book is an inspiring examination of

was done with ministry. I told God that I just had

how the future hope of heaven changes your

a few sermons left and that if I didn't get

today. It will teach you how to faithfully await (and

something new and fresh from Heaven, I'd be

prepare for) the Age to Come, as well as how to

done. For days, this went on. I'd listen to music

live a more purposeful and fulfilling life with Christ

and yell for a while, cry for a while, and then lie in

here and now.

my bed waiting for the moment, which I didn't

Pursuing Christ. Creating Art. Gary A. Molander

know how long it would take. There was still

2011-06 PURSUING CHRIST. CREATING ART.

nothing, and the longer the deadness lasted, the

is written for people who are living in the

more enraged I became at God, believing that if

intersection of the Christian faith, and the creation

He didn't come up, I would be abandoned. I was

of art. By their nature, artists look at a life of faith

so lonely that I began to believe He wouldn't turn

differently, and that unique journey warrants an

up. I cried, "God!" More than anything else, I

exploration of what it means to be a Christ-

require your assistance. I began to tell God that I

follower and an artist. The book intentionally

loved Him and that I needed Him after saying,

veers away from tips and techniques and

"God, I'm tired of this." I was cryin

formulas, while concentrating on the journey, the
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mystery, and the heart.

Designed for use with the Pursuing God Video

The God Focused Life Jr. Argyl L. Dickson

Study (sold separately). Previously published as

2010-03 About the author: He is married and he

Pursuing God’s Love Participant’s Guide and

and his wife have 12 children. They home school

Pursuing God’s Beauty Participant’s Guide.

and he pastors a church plant called Living Water

Pursuing Moral Faithfulness Gary Tyra

Community Church located in northern California.

2015-04-15 In response to the moralism and

Argyl is available for seminars and speaking

relativism that characterize the present age, Gary

engagements on a limited basis. He can be

Tyra presents an evangelical ethic for "everyday"

reached at Argyl@GodFocusedLife.org.

moral faithfulness, arguing that Christians can

Pursuing God Study Guide Margaret Feinberg

have confidence in their Christ-centered, Spirit-

2018-03-06 Genesis and the Gospel of John are

enabled ability to discern and do the will of God

written to spark your desire to pursue a deeper

in any moral situation.

relationship with Jesus Christ. From the opening

Pursuing Christ. Creating Art. Gary A. Molander

scene of God walking in the garden with

2011-06-28 PURSUING CHRIST. CREATING

humanity to Jesus hunched in prayer in the

ART. is written for people who are living in the

Garden of Gethsemane, this 12-week video Bible

intersection of the Christian faith, and the creation

study (DVD/digital videos sold separately) will

of art. By their nature, artists look at a life of faith

awaken you to the Lord’s beauty and love in a

differently, and that unique journey warrants an

fresh and transformative way. This study guide

exploration of what it means to be a Christ-

includes ideas for group experiential activities and

follower and an artist. The book intentionally

icebreakers, as well as between-sessions

veers away from tips and techniques and

personal studies to dig deeper into Scripture on

formulas, while concentrating on the journey, the

your own. Sessions include: Encountering God

mystery, and the heart.

Call on the Name of the Lord The Pursuit, the

Pursuing the Christ Jennifer Kennedy Dean

Promise, and the Provision When Love Goes

2018-10-01 Amidst the hustle and bustle of this

Right and When Love Goes Wrong It’s Not about

holiday season, allow yourself to pursue the

You Finding God among Prisons and Palaces

Christ of Christmas for just a few minutes every

Encountering Jesus When God Sees through You

day. You’ll find your joy and strength renewed as

Recognizing the Blind Spots When Worship Costs

you are reminded in new ways of the precious gift

More than Expected Mistakes that Refine Instead

you have been given—Jesus Christ. Filled with

of Define The Hope and Healing of Resurrection

profound and thought-provoking insights,
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Pursuing the Christ is a 31-day devotional and

are powerful, yet controversy remains for some.

prayer guide to help you breathe in the freshness

Skeptics say testimonials are limited and

of Christ during the holiday season. Based on the

empirical proof is needed. This gives rise for

themes of Advent, such as hope, peace, and joy,

quality research. The case studies in this book

Pursuing the Christ will help you escape the

provide a good start and help to determine if

holiday stress for just a moment each day as you

more costly and rigorous studies are merited.

find yourself joyfully meditating on familiar

This book is written without a lot of scientific

Christmas verses and some possibly not-so-

jargon to appeal to both professional and lay-

familiar Messianic passages that will warm your

person alike. The researchers tell the stories of

heart as you appreciate how the season impacts

some of the clients in the study, along with

your life every day of the year.

providing charts, graphs and detailed reports from

World Religions in America, Fourth Edition Jacob

their test findings. Finally a summary of all the

Neusner 2009-10-07 The fourth edition of World

results from the sixteen clients that completed this

Religions in America continues its lauded tradition

study is closely examined. The positive outcomes

of providing students with reliable and nuanced

represent a first small step in evaluating

information about America's religious diversity,

Theophostic Prayer. Even though more research

while also reflecting new developments and

studies need to be completed, the findings from

ideas. Each chapter was updated to reflect

this study are very encouraging. They provide a

important changes and events, and current

clear idea of the type of studies that need to

statistics and information. New features include a

follow this case study work in order to more fully

timeline of key events and people for each

assess this approach. In the final chapter, Ed

tradition, sidebars on major movements or

Smith (the founder of Theophostic Prayer)

controversies, personal stories from members of

answers many frequently asked questions about

various faiths, a theme-based organization of

Theophostic Prayer. Dr. Fernando Garzon is an

subjects, more subheads, three new chapters

Associate Professor in the Center for Counseling

exploring America's increasing religious diversity,

and Family Studies at Liberty University. He has

and suggestions for further study.

a Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology from Fuller

Pursuing Peace Fernando Garzon 2008-04-01

Theological Seminary and a B.A. in Biology from

Thousands of Christians all over the world are

Wake Forest University. His interest areas include

reporting transformational experiences through

spiritual interventions in psychotherapy and

Theophostic Prayer Ministry. Their testimonies

Christian counselor education. Liberty University
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does not officially endorse Theophostic Prayer

process the message on a practical level. An

Ministry but rather supports the theological

individual access code to stream all five video

andscientific examination of this and other

sessions online (you don't need to buy a DVD!).

Christian intervention strategies. Correspondence

This study is perfect for young Christians

regarding this book may be sent to Dr. Garzon at

wondering how they can live a vibrant, bold, and

Liberty University, 1971 University Blvd.,

uncompromising life of faith in God by following

Lynchburg, VA 24502 or fgarzon@liberty.edu.

the Messiah—the ultimate influencer. Discover the

Who Are You Following? Study Guide plus

love, purpose, and fulfillment that is found only in

Streaming Video Sadie Robertson Huff

Jesus. Watch on any device! Streaming video

2022-05-31 Following Jesus reminds us of our

access code included. Access code subject to

real identity. Social media is a great place to

expiration after 12/31/2027. Code may be

keep up with family, friends and your favorite

redeemed only by the recipient of this package.

influencers online, but if we’re not careful, we can

Code may not be transferred or sold separately

get caught trying to become who we’re following

from this package. Internet connection required.

on social media, rather than following Jesus and

Eligible only on retail purchases inside the United

becoming more like him. We can start trusting

States. Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted

voices of people we’ve never met over the One

by law. Additional offer details inside.

voice who knows and loves us most. In this five-

A Sacred Rendezvous Ron Mahler 2020-12-15

session experience, Sadie challenges us to

Noise and trouble characterized the first century

consider who we’re following and how we are

world Jesus incarnated into. Accordingly, He had

influenced. What would it look like if we were led

a plan to combat the sirens of chaos blaring

by God’s love instead of by strangers' likes? Join

around Him: solitude. As the twenty-first century

Sadie Robertson Huff as she answers the tough

tumbles more and more out of control, noise and

questions and reminds us of whose glory we’re

trouble continue to define the times we live in.

really living for. Together, we will learn how to

We require spiritual space where we can unplug

face our mistakes with divine perspective and

from the currents of daily commotion. More than

discover where our true fulfillment is found in

ever, we're in need of sanctuary and silence. In A

Jesus. This study guide has everything you need

Sacred Rendezvous, Ron Mahler, with fresh and

for a full Bible study experience, including: The

creative insight, takes you on a journey through

study guide itself—with video notes, group

the Gospels to revisit the pathways the Saviour

discussion questions, and constructive convos to

used to escape to remote places in order to meet
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up with the Father. You will be challenged to go

how they can live a vibrant, bold, and

beyond merely observing that intimacy to realizing

uncompromising life of faith in God by following

and craving it, personally and continually. From

the Messiah–the ultimate influencer. Discover the

heaven's perspective, we'll likely wonder how we

love, purpose, and fulfillment that is found only in

could've settled for anything less on earth than

Jesus.

the most sacred of all rendezvous!

Pursuing Christ Likeness Rev J. A. Roberts

Pursuing More of Jesus Anne Graham Lotz

2013-07 Spurred by two verses of chapter three

2009-03-02

of Philippians, author Rev. J. A. Roberts found a

Who Are You Following? Sadie Robertson Huff

desire to experience the power of Christ's

2022-02-01 If influencers have power over us,

resurrection, just as Paul yearned to know Christ

who are you allowing to influence you? In an

and share in the fellowship of Christ's suffering,

online world obsessed with follows and likes, it’s

becoming like him in his death. In Pursuing Christ

important to consider what you’re really searching

Likeness, Roberts presents a seven-day

for. When you follow someone, it’s typically

devotional showing how Christians can actualize

because you want to be like them or live like they

that kind of Christ likeness in their everyday lives.

do–but who have you placed as your role

This guide includes devotional readings,

models? In Who Are You Following? bestselling

questions for reflection, personal prayers, closing

author and social media personality Sadie

prayers, and journal pages. For Roberts, it is a

Robertson Huff dives deep into exploring who we

confession of pride and selfishness, of mediocre

are allowing to influence our daily thoughts and

Christianity, and of transformation and surrender.

actions. With an excellent grasp of scriptural

It is also a heart song for all those who truly want

truths, using current research, surveys, and

to know, share in, and more fully experience the

personal and biblical stories, Sadie draws on her

Lord Jesus, but are fearful of that encounter.

own experience as a social media influencer and

Pursuing Christ Likeness presents a seven-day

addresses topics such as how to go from being

journey designed to encourage Christians to take

liked to being truly loved our true motives for

the step of faith to experience the Lord in all the

fame being seen from the outside versus being

aspects of his person.

known comparing ourselves to others questioning

The Christian's Unity with Christ Jim McCoy

why did I post that?! how to respond to cancel

2007-10-01 McCoy digs deeply into the

culture wondering does God still love me? This

Christian's walk of grace. He discusses how

book is perfect for young Christians wondering

Christ's unity with the Christian is entirely through

pursuing-more-of-jesus-member
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the grace of God.

at six stories of beauty from the Gospel of John

Barren No More Barbara De Simon 2020-01-25

that illustrate how God's beauty is present in your

You've been trying to have a baby for years, to

life. God created us to be drawn toward beauty--

no avail. It's almost as if your fertility is locked up

created us to pursue beauty so that we might

and the key is nowhere to be found. What if there

know more about His character, attributes, and

was a key? Would you want to know what it is?

work in our world. Perhaps no book of the Bible

What if the entanglements in our hearts had

paints a clearer picture of this than the Gospel of

something to do with our bodies and how they

John. Throughout John's Gospel, the beauty of

work or perhaps don't work? In fact, the Bible

God radiates in the person of Jesus Christ--the

tells us that they do. Proverbs 23:7 tells us that

one in whom God displayed His whole heart for

as a man thinks in his heart, so he is. It's time to

the world to see. It's within the person of Jesus

get untangled and set free so that new life can

that we find the invisible attributes of God being

spring forth from within us. It's time to be

made visible, on display like fine pieces of

abundantly fruitful! Barren No More is and eye

artwork--to be enjoyed, celebrated, and reflected

opening truth for bold believers who are pressing

on. This Participant Guide includes six sessions

through barrenness to fruitfulness in Christ Jesus.

that can be adapted to any number of weeks. It

This book is full of new strategy and big, bold

includes ideas for experiential activities and

prayers to grab hold of your miracle!

icebreakers, and five after-hours studies per

How Do We Know God Exists? John Ankerberg

session for those who want to dig deeper into

2018-04-05 The challenging uncertainties in your

Scripture at home. Pursuing God's Beauty reveals

mind, or in the mind of someone you know, are

breathtaking portraits of the salvation, redemption,

worth taking the time to explore. In 6 engaging

and restoration that God the Artist longs to

sessions this guide deals with some of the

complete in us. Designed for use with the

controversies commonly asked about Christianity.

Pursuing God's Beauty DVD (sold separately).

This study will lead you to conclude that the

Sessions include: 1. Encountering Jesus (John 1

Christian faith can stand up to any challenge.

- 3) 2. When God Sees through You (John 4 - 8)

PURSUE, OVERTAKE, AND RECOVER

3. Recognizing the Blind Spots (John 9 - 11) 4.

GODSWORD GODSWILL ONU

When Worship Costs More than Expected (John

Pursuing God's Beauty Margaret Feinberg 2011

12 - 17) 5. Mistakes that Refine Instead of Define

In this six-session small group Bible study,

(John 18 - 19) 6. The Hope and Healing of

Pursuing God's Beauty, Margaret Feinberg looks

Resurrection (John 20 - 21)
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Pursuing More of Jesus Anne Graham Lotz

character, but I have observed some

2009-04-27 Having more of Jesus in your life

knowledgeable, accountable, spiritually disciplined

leads you into a world of unparalleled privilege. In

leaders, including myself, doing foolish things for

Pursuing More of Jesus (previously titled My

lack of character. I am fairly confident that Jesus

Heart's Cry), gifted Bible teacher and acclaimed

is not really impressed with how much we know,

conference speaker Anne Graham Lotz shows

how accountable we are, or how many spiritual

you how saturating your life with more of Jesus is

disciplines we practice regularly. I believe He is

the key to: restoring love to your marriage finding

more excited about a humble, obedient heart that

the antidote to fear discovering hope in your grief

follows Him faithfully and trusts Him explicitly

loving others with whom you are totally

more than anything else. I want to have that kind

incompatible acquiring the courageous

of a heart, and I want each man I coach and

competency to speak out in a doubting world

mentor to have that kind of a heart. In fact, I want

making your service to God more fruitful Doors

everyone to have that kind of a heart. As you and

open, angels attend, mountains move, doubts

I spend quality time with God, this intimacy

disappear, and fears fade if we simply pursue

should produce radical character. The character

Him.

of Jesus is radical compared to that of a typical

Radical Character for Pursuing God Dean Trune

Christ-follower, so if you and I are going to live

2012-09-14 This book will help identify character

like Jesus, we need to possess radical character

qualities that move us toward the character

qualities that resemble His. He told us to make

qualities of Jesus. Pursuing godly character is

disciples, those who think and act like He thinks

important; it is also rare. From my experience,

and acts. That is radical.

more marriages, more churches, more

Pursuing Intimacy With God Kevin Bart

relationships, and more work situations are

2018-11-27 New Expanded Edition - 40% more

destroyed by lack of character than from

material. Pursuing Intimacy With God Bible study

everything else combined. Lack of character

books & site to help you grow closer to God and

allows such qualities as pride, deception,

enjoy intimacy with God. Our site includes many

arrogance, rebellion, selfishness, distrust, and

Bible studies for life and a large variety of Bible

rudeness to run rampant. Knowledge alone is not

study topics. The Bible study book includes Bible

the answer. Accountability alone is not the

study topics on Intimacy With God, Walking With

answer. Spiritual discipline alone is not the

God, How to Pray to God, Prayer in the Bible,

answer. All of these things can help develop

How to Study the Bible, How to Seek God With
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All Your Heart, How to Hear God’s Voice,

learn more of Jesus, study more and do his will. I

Meditate on God’s Word, True Worship in the

have never found such detailed shared

Bible, Praise As A Spiritual Weapon, Praise Is

information of God's word all in one book." -

Placing A High Value on God, How to Have

Ruby, US "Thank you so much for your website.

Abundant Life, God’s Calling For Your Life, God’s

I've benefited so much from it and it has helped

Promises in the Bible, Faith Is Vital For Intimacy

me so much in my relationship with Jesus! I

With God, Waiting on God, God’s Purpose &

believe its the no1 thing I need to pursue." -

Mission For His Church, Revival & Spiritual

Zsuzsi, Hungary "Your website, what I've read so

Awakening, The Kind of Christian & Church God

far is an overwhelming refreshing shower to my

Wants… The PIWG Bible Study Book is ideal for

spirit. To discover a ministry that focuses on

individuals, or for small groups, Sunday School

loving God is so utterly a confirmation to me.

classes, and discipleship classes at your church

What could be more important? Fathomless

Pursuing Intimacy With God website:

depths. Thank you for your precious hearts." -

www.intimacywithgod.com God has used the

Julia, US "Just wanted to say thanks for this site.

PIWG I & II studies to bless many people: "Words

I typed in the search because this is what God

to appreciate I just can't find but please accept

has been doing in my life. Drawing me into

my gratitude. The study has really transformed

intimacy." - Stephen, Australia "The material on

my life and family." - Samuel "The time and effort

your website is awesome. Glory to God !" - Ray,

you sow into reaching thousands upon thousands

US "I am in awe of the study book. I did not

of people globally has and continues to touch

expect to receive so much information. Thank

lives and edify the body of Christ. I am thankful to

you." - Olivia US "I have been blessed by your

God and to your ministry for your work." - Carlos,

site & studies." - Dorota, Poland "The study was

South Africa "We want you to know how much

excellent ! I could understand it. It was done

this guide has been a blessing to us. We have

beautifully and simply... God has changed our

been using it on a regular basis and I'm sure it

lives through this study. We are both working for

will always be a resource in our permanent

a soft and humble heart." - Nancy, US "Once

library. Keep doing what you are doing. This has

again I cant thank you enough; your help is much

really changed our lives."- Carrie, US "What an

appreciated and I am so grateful towards you for

awesome thing that your ministry is sharing with

this." - John, Ireland "I will certainly join in praying

the world. God's word is user friendly, spoken as

for this study and for you as you continue to work

Jesus did where all can understand and want to

with it as the Lord directs. Those weeks of study
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were so very meaningful to me! - Reid, US "Hi,

of Jesus Christ. Pursuing Justice shows that God

Thank you for publishing this great material." -

isn’t primarily concerned with personal piety but

Johan, South Africa "Praise the Lord. Please I

about empowering His children to do justly, to

request a copy of your wondrous book." -

love mercy, and to walk humbly with their creator.

Meshak, Uganda

The message is as hopeful as it is fresh: when

Desiring God John Piper 1996 Insightful and

you discover anew the meaning of the Gospel

heart-warming, this classic book is written for

and give your life away, you will find it...and it will

those who seek to know God better. It unfolds

be the best life you can imagine. First-time author

life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called

Wytsma (with an assist from Jacobsen) is one of

a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of

the new breed of evangelical Christians returning

knowing God."

to scripture to redeem justice as a central tenet of

Pursuing Justice Ken Wytsma 2013-02-11 The

faith.... Wytsma infuses his writing with fresh

ONLY way to find abundant life and happiness is

experiences from working with the millennial

to give your life away. If God designed us to

generation.... “Apathy tells us that it’s perfectly

experience true happiness and abundant life, why

acceptable to live with illusions of our own

do so many Christians feel dissatisfied and

justice,” he writes, neatly linking those concerns.

purposeless? We try to make our lives better by

This accessible guide provides trustworthy

chasing our own dreams, but that only makes the

scriptural analysis, examples of contemporary

problem worse. Instead, the path to a just life

justice issues...and a solid philosophy for

that’s satisfying and permeated with meaning

understanding the role of justice in today’s

leads us alongside the orphan, the widow, and

society.... “Justice cannot be divorced from God’s

the powerless. Using clear evangelical theology

heart and purposes,” he writes. “It permeates

and compelling narratives drawn from two

them.” Wytsma’s authorial voice is engaging,

decades of global ministry and travel, Ken

encouraging, and invitational. His humor helps the

Wytsma, the founder of The Justice Conference,

reader recognize her own humanity and

shows God’s unchanging love for all His children.

transformative potential within the unfolding moral

On the way, the author calls us back to a proper

arc of the universe. --Publishers Weekly “Justice

understanding of biblical justice, a redeeming

has become trendy. Ken Wytsma’s Pursuing

glimpse into the true meaning of righteousness

Justice avoids all the pitfalls of trendiness. It

and the remarkable connection between our own

exhibits a deep and accurate understanding of

joy, the joy of others, and the wondrous Gospel

the nature of justice. It is an eye–opener.”
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—NICHOL AS WOLTERSTORFF, Noah Porter

2015 "Beyond a Whistle and a Prayer will forever

Professor Emeritus of Philosophical Theology,

change the way you look at sports and coaching.

Yale University; Senior Research Fellow, Institute

Society advocates sports as a means to instill

for Advanced Studies in Culture, University of

virtue and character in our youth. But we all know

Virginia “Ken is a fresh voice of balance, humility,

that the system is broken to a large extent - from

and collaboration. His enthusiasm is contagious

youth sports through college, and beyond. Too

and his challenge to the church to not only do

many coaches and parents are driven by the

justice, but to learn to do it well, is

scoreboard, the win-at-all costs model. Is it any

commendable.” —KEITH WRIGHT, International

wonder that 70% of kids drop out of sports by

President of Food for the Hungry “Ken Wytsma’s

age 12? Many of us remember the words and

Pursuing Justice will rattle you. Not since C. S.

actions of coaches for a lifetime. What memories

Lewis put down his pen have readers been so

are you leaving with your athletes? Chris helps us

provoked to think. It will change the way you

make sense of why sports are broken and how

approach others.” —KAREN SPEARS

they can be restored as a tool to positively impact

ZACHARIAS, Author ofA Silence of Mockingbirds

lives. It all centers on coaches being transformed

and Will Jesus Buy Me a Double-Wide? “Ken

by biblical truths and implementing practical tools

Wytsma not only brings us back to a biblical

so they can field competitive teams while also

understanding of justice, but also humbly calls us

loving their athletes well. Join the journey and

to pursue it in practice. I was both enlightened

learn to coach with joy." -Gilbert Tuhabonye:

and motivated.” —RANDAL ROBERTS, President

Author of This Voice in My Heart; 8-time NCAA

of Western Seminary, Portland, OR “In Pursuing

All-American; Distance Running Coach

Justice, Ken is at the cutting edge of where

Authentic Kyle Howell 2018-11-28 There has to

God’s heart is. This book is timely and needs to

be more to church and this whole following Jesus

be read by everyone in the church.” —JOHN M .

than just showing up on Sunday and slapping the

PERKINS, Civil Rights Leader, Founder of the

Christian label on, right? The more I talk to

Christian Community Development Association

people in the church, or those on the outside

(CCDA), and Founder of The John Perkins

peeking in, I get this question in some form. One

Foundation for Reconciliation and Development

of the words that repeatedly rises to surface is

Beyond a Whistle and a Prayer: Transforming

authentic. People are craving authenticity in the

Lives, Pursuing Excellence, Honoring Jesus

church. They don't want a show. They don't care

through Coaching Christopher M. Schrader, PhD.

about all the added bells and whistles that the
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modern church is convinced that they are

Philippians: Pursuing Joy Jim Weaver

seeking. It comes down to the church and

Like Christ by Grace Carl Becker 2012-05 What

Christians being real, transparent, and genuine. In

do you want out of life? What are you pursuing?

fact, I don't believe people are turned off of the

Happiness? Money? Fame? Fortune? Pleasure?

extreme call of Christ in the Bible, as much as is

Security? The ultimate prize is none of these but

assumed. My experience has been when people

is actually something much higher and better:

hear the genuine words and message of Jesus,

Christlikeness. It sounds formidable, but ask

they are refreshed and more often than not, want

yourself one question: Don't you want to be like

to follow Him. So here's what I did in writing this

Christ? If you answered YES! then this book is for

book: I looked at the New Testament church and

you! Have you ever asked yourself, "How can I

compared it with what I see in church today.

be more like Jesus? How can I stop sinning?

What did they do? What was their heart? How did

How can I live consistently in a way that pleases

they respond to the words of Jesus? If we're not

God?" Have you ever wondered what the

careful, we complicate what we're supposed to do

scripture means, "Without holiness no man will

as the church. We've added rules and regulations

see the Lord"? Does it distress you that many

to our walk where love and authentic faith and

believers seem to disregard holiness because

belief should be. I want to make a loud and bold

they think that they are not "under the law"? Have

call out to others who feel the same as I do. You

you ever thought about what it means to be

don't merely want to just be here and go through

"under the law" and "under grace"? Are you

the motions anymore. You see a difference in the

concerned that our nation has cast God aside

life, actions, and faith of the first church and you

and is pursuing a secularist agenda? How can

know the church today needs a major shift in

that be reversed? Like Christ By Grace: Pursuing

perspective. I hope everyone reads this from

the Prize of Christlikeness By God's Grace will

unbelievers to skeptics to all believers. But

give you the answers you seek. Jesus Christ

church...the calling and mission is laid on us. We

supplies everything you need to be like Him. The

must be about truth. We must have a real

book you hold in your hands is a message of

authenticity that comes from our Jesus and His

encouragement and hope, as well as a

words. Now, more than ever, the world needs to

challenging call to Christlikeness. No matter how

see that we really believe these words. They not

many times you have fallen and no matter how

only need to see that we believe it, but they need

miserably you may have failed, God is on your

to see it truly lived out in our lives.

side. God is for you. He's not about to give up on
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you. You can be like Christ by grace!

Wants… The PIWG Bible Study Book is ideal for

Pursuing a Deeper Faith Charles F. Stanley

individuals, or for small groups, Sunday School

2011-05-31 Do you know God? There is a vast

classes, and discipleship classes at your church

difference between knowing about God and

Pursuing Intimacy With God website:

knowing God. In Pursuing a Deeper Faith, Dr.

www.intimacywithgod.com God has used the

Charles Stanley shares God's invitation to grow in

PIWG Bible studies to bless many people:

a heart relationship with Him, to hear His voice

"Words to appreciate I just can't find but please

speaking to your spirit , and to feel a deep

accept my gratitude. The study has really

assurance that you are locked into a forever

transformed my life and family." - Samuel "The

relationship that cannot be severed. Charles

time and effort you sow into reaching thousands

Stanley study guides sold to date: Over 1 million

upon thousands of people globally has and

units

continues to touch lives and edify the body of

Pursuing Intimacy With God Kevin Bart

Christ. I am thankful to God and to your ministry

2018-11-27 New Expanded Edition - 40% more

for your work." - Carlos, South Africa "We want

material. Pursuing Intimacy With God Bible study

you to know how much this guide has been a

books & site to help you grow closer to God and

blessing to us. We have been using it on a

enjoy intimacy with God. Our site includes many

regular basis and I'm sure it will always be a

Bible studies for life and a large variety of Bible

resource in our permanent library. Keep doing

study topics. The Bible study book includes Bible

what you are doing. This has really changed our

study topics on Intimacy With God, Walking With

lives."- Carrie, US "What an awesome thing that

God, How to Pray to God, Prayer in the Bible,

your ministry is sharing with the world. God's

How to Study the Bible, How to Seek God With

word is user friendly, spoken as Jesus did where

All Your Heart, How to Hear God’s Voice,

all can understand and want to learn more of

Meditate on God’s Word, True Worship in the

Jesus, study more and do his will. I have never

Bible, Praise As A Spiritual Weapon, Praise Is

found such detailed shared information of God's

Placing A High Value on God, How to Have

word all in one book." - Ruby, US "Thank you so

Abundant Life, God’s Calling For Your Life, God’s

much for your website. I've benefited so much

Promises in the Bible, Faith Is Vital For Intimacy

from it and it has helped me so much in my

With God, Waiting on God, God’s Purpose &

relationship with Jesus! I believe its the no1 thing

Mission For His Church, Revival & Spiritual

I need to pursue." - Zsuzsi, Hungary "Your

Awakening, The Kind of Christian & Church God

website, what I've read so far is an overwhelming
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refreshing shower to my spirit. To discover a

Growing! Life can be over whelming and it is only

ministry that focuses on loving God is so utterly a

human to not lead to most God-centered life

confirmation to me. What could be more

possible. Born Again...and Growing! shows us

important? Fathomless depths. Thank you for

how to live a life with Jesus as our priority while

your precious hearts." - Julia, US "Just wanted to

being more of a tour guide than an expositor.

say thanks for this site. I typed in the search

This book is for those that have been saved for

because this is what God has been doing in my

years, those that have only recently been saved

life. Drawing me into intimacy." - Stephen,

and anyone that needs to reaffirm the priorities in

Australia "The material on your website is

life. It is a journey through the books of the Bible

awesome. Glory to God !" - Ray, US "I am in awe

in search of what God says to each of us as an

of the study book. I did not expect to receive so

individual in relation to Himself. If you would like

much information. Thank you." - Olivia US "I have

to know what God's thoughts and plans are for

been blessed by your site & studies." - Dorota,

you, this is a must read book for you!

Poland "The study was excellent ! I could

Daniel John Ortberg 2009-12-15 Stand Strong in

understand it. It was done beautifully and simply...

Life’s Furnaces How do you respond when the

God has changed our lives through this study.

bottom drops out? What happens to your

We are both working for a soft and humble

character quotient when things don’t go the way

heart." - Nancy, US "Once again I cant thank you

you planned? How do you react when the

enough; your help is much appreciated and I am

temperature is rising, you are under attack, and

so grateful towards you for this." - John, Ireland "I

God seems far away? Daniel discovered that the

will certainly join in praying for this study and for

furnace experiences of life refine and define us.

you as you continue to work with it as the Lord

Spiritual integrity rarely grows when everything

directs. Those weeks of study were so very

goes our way. Instead, God uses things like a

meaningful to me! - Reid, US "Hi, Thank you for

furnace, a lion’s den, a mad king, and exile in a

publishing this great material." - Johan, South

foreign country to forge character in a soul. If you

Africa "Praise the Lord. Please I request a copy

long to meet God in the challenging times and

of your wondrous book." - Meshak, Uganda

come through the fire stronger and more faithful,

Born Again... and Growing! Rosie Justus 2007-12

Daniel is ready to show the way.

What are the real priorities in your life? Author

The Pursuing God Joshua Ryan Butler

Rosie Justus will help you to discover what is

2016-05-03 Is God lost? Many of us feel that

truly important in her book Born Again...and

way. It’s as if God’s gone missing, out in the
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universe somewhere—and we must pick up the

embark upon an adventure! Chris Louer is a

hunt, following any trail of breadcrumbs he may

native born Californian who lives in Mission Viejo,

have left to go out and find him. We speak of

California. Chris, a bible teacher, received the

“searching for God,” “exploring spirituality,” and

Lord at the age of seven, and has been teaching

“finding faith.” But what if we have it backward?

and ministering to women for over twenty years.

What if God is the one pursuing us? What if our

God's faithfulness to His Word is a reality to Chris

job is not to go out and find God, but simply to

and the gentle, practical way she encourages

stop running and hiding? Not to earn God’s love,

women, has won her the loving respect of women

but to receive it? Not to turn on the light, but to

she has ministered to in Bible Studies, retreats

step out of the shadows? Jesus reveals a God on

and converences, and individually over the past

the prowl, pursuing us, hunting down his world for

twenty years. Chris and her husband Ron have

reconciliation. And the question we’re left with is

been married for thirty-six years. They have two

not whether we’ve pursued hard enough,

grown married daughters, Melissa and Adrianne,

searched long enough, or jumped high enough . .

four grandchildren, as well as two godly son-in-

. The question is, “Do we want to be found?”

laws, Shane and Aron. With boldness and

Pursuing Your Passion Chris Louer 2009-03-01 In

practical teaching, Chris delivers the Word to this

this book, Pursuing Your Passion, as a child of

current generation, alerting the Body of Christ to

God, you will learn how to identify your passion.

what God requires for us to remain overcomers in

More importantly, however, you will learn valuable

these days.

lessons that will be encountered along the way.

Christians in the Culture Matthew Allen

Throughout this book, we will explore the passion

2021-04-22 Our culture is largely losing faith in

and pursuit of Nehemiah in God's Word. Learn

Christ. Every sign indicates that Christianity is on

how God develops a servant's heart in all of us

a steep decline in the west. Church membership

first and foremost. Through studying God's Word,

is in a free-fall, with more and more people

see how obstacles we face must come, to see

adopting secular or non-Christian ideals. Christian

what we're really made of, and how these

values have long had a foothold in the west, but

obstacles can actually strengthen our passion.

now times have changed. Should we despair at

Walk with me, as we read about Nehemiah's

the 'bleak future?' This is a reality that frequently

passion, and how he pursued it. Dare to take a

causes modern believers to shudder and become

risk, and step out in your own passion. Are you

anxious. We fear we may be entering a time of

ready to pursue your passion? Get ready to

judgment or chastening. That is only for God to
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know.We do know this. The times that seem dim

like a tide. We will face issues of politics, identity,

have always been the times where the people of

science, family, and our role as the church in

God actually shone the brightest. While it no

cultural moments like these in days to come. With

longer becomes culturally convenient for

what sort of spirit will we rise to the

Christians to follow Jesus in a robust sense, we

occasion?"The early Christians did not say in

will be challenged in ways we never imagined.

dismay, 'look what the world has come to,' but in

We will also need to take care to remain "salt and

delight 'look what has come into the world'" - E.

light."We will confront mounting issues that press

Stanley Jones

us as the secular values of the culture come in
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